SH wave propagation in magnetic-electric periodically layered plates.
In this paper, dispersive behavior and band structure of SH waves in magnetic-electric (ME) periodically layered plate are investigated by the transfer matrix method. Two kinds of unit cell form, one is piezoelectric (PE)/piezomagnetic (PM)/PE, and the other is PM/PE/PM, are considered in detailed. A peculiar case of the generalized single-celled plate is first presented and then the multi-celled periodical layered plates for discussion on the propagation behaviors and the band characteristics of SH waves, respectively. The effects on dispersive curves of four kinds of ME boundary conditions at the free surface of plates are discussed. Numerical examples for phase velocities or frequencies all show that the zero-order mode is non-dispersive both for single-celled and multi-celled periodically layered plates. The high modes of dispersive curves tend to the shear wave velocity of the slower sub-layer as frequencies increase both for these two structures. The frequency pass-band and frequency band gaps appear in multi-layered ME periodically layered plates. Electrical and magnetic boundary conditions, respectively, determine the dispersive curves for SH waves in the PE/PM/PE and PM/PE/PM periodically layered plates.